CARPORTS

A STYLE
ALL AROUND
YOUR HOUSE

We were still looking for a patio cover with a louvered roof and
a carport in the same style to match our newly built home. We
found the ideal solution with Algarve and Algarve Canvas from the
Algarve Line. The elegant structure fits in beautifully with our sleek
architecture and meets our needs perfectly. Our car can now be
parked under the shelter of an Algarve Canvas and the value of our
home has increased considerably. We used Algarve to create the
ideal climate on our terrace and we have a structural solution that
protects us from sun, rain, wind, and cold thanks to the adjustable
louvered roof, the sun screens, and the stylish heating system.
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CARPORTS
ALGARVE® CANVAS

Algarve® Canvas

Algarve® Canvas
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Algarve® Canvas

Algarve® Canvas
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ALGARVE CANVAS®

CARPORTS

This elegant carport offers lasting protection by means of a fixed roof made up of
2 layers: a solid top roof made of white lacquered, profiled steel sheet with anti-condensation coating and an aesthetic lower roof, finished with a stretched canvas with zip technology. The screen is tautly stretched in the structure, without any
visible additional beams. It is available in 8 colours. Algarve Canvas is just as useful
as a fixed patio cover, carport or as an awning above the front door, for instance. In
addition, a combination of an Algarve with rotatable louvered roof and an Algarve
Canvas with fixed roof structure is possible to create a single, uniform style around
the house.

Roof section
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Water drainage
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INSTALLATION OPTIONS
Types of installation

Algarve Canvas – Façade mounting

Algarve Canvas – 2-part coupling on the
Span side

Glass sliding panels

Surface-mounted Fixscreen

ALGARVE® CANVAS

CARPORTS

Algarve Canvas – Freestanding

Personalization possibilities

Loggia

Linius fixed wall
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Curtains

Fixscreen® 100 EVO Slim F /
Fixscreen® 150 EVO F - Algarve® Line
To close off the sides of the Algarve
Line, it can be combined with the
Fixscreen 100 EVO Slim F and the
Fixscreen 150 EVO F. This allows the
box for the sun protection screen
to be mounted underneath the
frame profiles so that this connects
perfectly with the basic construction.
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